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100 PRAYER POINTS #4Redemption Press
Put Yourself in the Hands of God This book provides prayers that you can pray especially when storms come into your life. These storms may not come on the scale of a flood or a major disaster, but they may bring sorrow and pain - an illness, a death in the family, or even separation and betrayal. But in the midst of all these painful experiences and hard times, there are prayers that you can pray to the Father and with the help of the Holy Spirit. In order to survive, there must be spiritual preparation. When you build yourself in the foundation of God's Word and
promises, you can find safety despite the downpour, you can find inner peace, and most of all, weather the storm. So start preparing yourself for the storms that are sure to come: pray hard, read the Bible, and strengthen your relationship with God. The 100 powerful prayers in this book will help you get through the most trying times of your life. So when the tempest strikes, you are confident that you will have shelter in God. You will not fear of anything because You know that the Lord is with You. Just call on Him in prayer. He hears your every cry, He knows every
tear you shed, and even the deepest longings of your heart. Trust in Him. In this book, you'll find.. Personal Prayers in Keeping the Faith during Hard Times Family Prayers in Times of Trials and Problems Daily Prayers for the Sick and Spiritual Healing Benevolent Prayers for Financial Troubles Prayer for Everyday Battles Hope, Faith, Love and Protection, Everyday in Your Life! Don't hesitate to pick up your copy today by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page!
100 of MY Most Miraculous Prayer Points in one package, pray them daily and violently in faith.
Prayers for a Friend in Need: 100+ situation changing prayers of strength for a friend, relative, enemies, or anyone in an urgent situation and difficult times who needs help from God Sometimes we become so worried about the situation of our loved ones, that we become so overwhelmed and wish we can help them out of the situation. However, we are stuck, and helpless. The happiness of our loved ones is a direct function of our happiness. This is why we need to pray for them. There are times that the Holy Spirit might put it in your heart to pray for someone, but
you feel reluctant to, just because you do not know how to go about it. This book is a prayer warfare tool for those seeking complete deliverance and restoration from: Marital delay Marriage crisis/divorce Stagnancy Failure at the edge of breakthrough Anxiety Depression Fear Poverty Short or long term illness or health complication Bankruptcy/financial mess Barrenness Unfruitfulness/barrenness Addiction to ungodly act Destruction All messages and prayer points are inspired by the Holy Spirit to incite your spirit man, break every satanic yolk and set you and your
loved ones free in Christ Jesus. Grab your Copy NOW!
Prayers that Bring Dominion Favour and Divine Acceleration
100% Confessions and Prophecies to Locate Helpers and Helpers to Locate You
Prayers to Go
Your 100 Day Prayer
The Conquering Prayer
100 of MY Most Miraculous Prayer Points
Commitment to the Almighty God is the highest priority for the Christian and it cannot be taken lightly because of its eternal implications. There should be assurance of salvation that is Bible based, which lasts forever. There is a need for an extra spiritual effort on the souls saved to get them established, localised in a church fellowship and mobilised until they too become soul winners. It is not enough for the believer in Christ to go forth and bear fruits in obedience to the Lord's command but must also ensure that the fruits abide. This is why the Workers-in-Training
programme is packaged to equip believers for service unto God and the edification of the body of Christ. Our prayer is that at the end of these teachings, you would have become a true Christian, on fire for God and ready to take up mountains. God bless you as you get empowered for the work of ministry, in Jesus name. Amen
The Bible says in Ephesians 1:3 "Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord JESUS CHRIST, who has blessed us with every Spiritual blessing in heavenly places in Christ. Visible breakthrough, good success, good health, righteousness, peace, joy, fruit of the womb, financial sufficiency, victory over sin and demons, are all spiritual and physical blessings that every born-again Christians should enjoy. Let's face it brethren, God has done so much for us through the death and resurrection of Our Lord and Saviour JESUS CHRIST but why are Christians living like
beggars? Why are tongue-talking believers wallowing in abject and excruciating poverty, squalor, shame, sin, sorrow, defeat? Why are they ravaged by disease and sickness? Straight away, I will give you the answer in one word: IGNORANCE! Beloved, ignorance is the reason. Yes, it is because you don't know about the free gift and grace of these manifold blessing. To know these blessings is to now them in the word of God, and to know how to pray the word to receive the blessing in tangible form. For sometime now, the Holy Spirit has been dealing with me on the
need to produce a prayer manual for believers out there who want to launch into the deep in PRAYER. The one hundred prayer points that are in this book you are holding in your hands are very powerful. The prayer points are carefully selected to cover every area of life. If you need financial breakthrough or you want demons to take their hands off your destiny, use THE CONQUERING PRAYER. Take out time to pray them through. Stand on the scriptural foundation. Pray on the points again. Pray until something happens. Beloved, why should you stand by and
allow the devil to make mincemeat of your life? Why should you allow the devil to steal, kill and destroy your destiny? It is time to break-off from the statue-quo. Be angry. Be battle-hardened. Rise up from your sleep and fight for your destiny. Demons are wicked. They are hard at hearing, so you need to speak to them loudly and forcefully. "Put on the whole armor of God that you may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of darkness of this age, against
spiritual host of darkness in the heavenly places" (Ephesians 6:11-12). Put on the whole armor of God and move to the battlefield. Its time for war and you've got all the ammunition you need in the CONQUERING PRAYER!
If God were to ask you to ask Him for one thing that you would like Him to do for you what would your answer be? My answer to the Lord would be that He should favor me for my whole lifetime on earth. We need God's favor to succeed in anything. The salvation of our souls is made possible not by our might or power but by God's favor. God's favor is all we need to succeed in life. God's favor opens doors of success for us and it perfectly positions us where we can fully serve our God given purpose. Through God's favor we can achieve the seemingly impossible in
little or no time because with His favor on our side, nothing can be impossible for us to achieve. I believe we all need God's favor on a daily basis, so under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit I have written this book to serve as a blessing to you. This book contains scriptures in the bible on the word favor and over 100 prayer points on favor that you can pray with on a daily basis. It is also full of practical examples that goes to show that the Almighty God not only desires to change our lives for good but also intends favoring us for His glorious purpose. I hope you will be
richly blessed as you read it.
What we confess with our lips become means of transportation of God’s deliverance from heaven to man’s need on earth. By our confessions we sow words that will son manifest. This is why, our confession here, is based on the living WORD. This book is called Hundred Percent Confessions and Prophecies as all the sixty six books in the Bible are represented by at least a quotation. It is loaded with confessions and prophecy that shall come to pass. What you profess matters a lot as it will eventually affect you. Positive affirmations abort negative emotion before it
can be born. The only successful way to destroy a negative emotion is to verbalise a positive statement. Learn to be positive and speak positive before your helpers. You shall excel beyond human imaginations when God shall arise for your sake. I pray, you shall excel in your career. God bless.
Deliverance Prayer Points That Will Change Your Life Forever
100 PRAYER POINTS #3
Thanksgiving Prayer Points with Scriptures
100 Prayer Points For Night Vigil
Prayers for a Friend in Need
COMMANDING OUR MORNING PRAYER BOOK
The degree of your performance in any given task is a function of the depth of your preparation. Not to be prepared is to be readily prepared to underperform. Prayer is one of the undeniable provisions of God for the triumph and full manifestation of his People in life. This prayer book is divinely inspired with relevant scriptural revelations to empower and prepare you for the best of God in the New Year. It is fully loaded with over One Hundred (100) prayer points targeted at moving you from
where you are to where you ought to be, stir up divine intervention in your life and provoke the supernatural release of God's provision and packages for your life in the new year. This prayer book has been written thoughtfully to strategically position you to gain the best of God in the year ahead. This prayer book is revelationally designed to equip you for triumph and all round testimonies. It contains deep insight on the power of preparation, prayers for uncommon breakthrough, preservation,
favor, blessings, and goodness in the new year. This is a must-have for everyone that desires to enjoy the best of God in the new year.
100 PRAYER POINTS FOR NIGHT VIGIL is another compendium of double edged prayer points as exploited by Pastor E.A Adeboye in his ministries. The fiery set is most ideal for use in night vigils and crusades.
My God, my covenant partner is a prayer journal for taking notes on prayer points. Included is a guide to utilizing the journal to receive a prompt response to your prayer requests. The journal is well sectionized for easy use and reference point to covenant partnership with God, and records of answered prayers. "6x9" in, +100 pages.
Marriage and the family is a broad area where many people have exhibited gross ignorance. Unfortunately, it is a landscape where there has been many ugly casualties. Many people have, therefore, expressed the need for a powerful family deliverance manual. The book which you hold in your hands is a product of years of research. It addresses the hopes and aspirations of stake holders as far as the institution of marriage is considered. Family deliverance has been vomited by the Holy Ghost to
rescue many families, prop up the tottering walls of marital stability and grant immunity to homes. Family Deliverance will lead to restoration, peace and stability in every home.
Simple and Powerful Prayers for Challenging Times
100+ Situation Changing Prayers of Strength for a Friend, Relative, Enemies, Or Anyone in an Urgent Situation and Difficult Times who Needs Help from God
100 Prayer Points with Scriptural Foundation
Prayer Quotes and Strategic Prayer Points
Greater Exploits - 9 - Perfect Prayers – Daily 1 hour by 100 Prayer Points by 360° Degree Activations! for Exploits in Self, Family, Church, Community and Nation - You are Born for This – Healing, Deliverance and Restoration – Equipping Series
Prayer Point Journal( Note Book)Write Your Prayers Supplication to God,Write Your Devotional Prayer Points. a Christian Art Prayer Book

It is an undeniable truth that a lot of Christians do not know how to pray effectively or lack the necessary connection and knowledge to be close to God. To make up for such a deficiency and reestablish divine connection is why this book, 100 PRAYER POINTS (Volume 5), was made. Powerful, authoritative and sharp edged; a selection of prayers from Pastor E.A Adeboye's ministries are
collected in this book; made for your meditations and invocations when at the battlefront of prayers.
If you spend more time with God, men and women will be looking for you. And I am telling you the truth, you cannot be a part time Christian and defeat a full-time devil. To deal with the devil and give him and his demons technical knocking, you must be a full-time Christian and also hot fire brand like high tension for Jesus Christ. This book will surely unfold the mysteries of the power
of prayers and the patterns of prayers that will help you to pray your way out to a break-through of success. This book will prepare you how to understand the powers of darkness that conflicts your mind and teaches you how to fight this battle through the power of prayers, because if here is a man to pray, there is God to answer. Heavens await you to attend your requests. According to
His will and His words that are powerful that can destroy the powers that are fighting your destiny, your star, and your dreams not to come true or get to your desired destinations in life. This book is about self-deliverance to help you in all the areas of your life. By the grace of God, He will free you from the evil captivity of the powers of darkness. This book will serve as a
devotion tool to enlighten, educate, and teach millions of Christians in the kingdom how to outline their prayer points and pray their way out of problems by presenting their matters before God Almighty. This world is full of wickedness in the high and low places, not knowing whom to trust and how to deal with the satanic powers and demons that are busy destroying human lives. One way or
the other, with many problems going up and down, because every new level that you attend in this life also has a new devil. The only way to defeat this unseen enemies, with their wickedness of the wicked, is by working with Jesus side by side. You must be hot all the time as a firebrand Christian. Jesus is Lord.
"Let's put aside any false humility or pride," author John Snyder says, "and come before God with boldness, asking for the moon." He reminds us that the Bible says we are to ask and then ask again. Over and over. Day in. Day out. When the need is so great, so seemingly impossible that only God's direct intervention will ever bring it about, it takes a different kind of prayer. Your 100
Day Prayer is designed to take you straight to the heart and will of God by seeking him for a specific need. This book includes: A dedicated page to express your need before God on the day you start your 100 day of prayer, 100 entries to help you focus your prayer through the truth of God's Word and character, Leading prayers to give you a jump start, Writing space to capture your
conversations with the Father and the spiritual transformation you experience day by day, and A concluding page to memorialize how God answered your prayer and transformed you through the process. Your 100 Day Prayer will help you access the power of sustained petitioning prayer. You will find advice and encouragement for pleading one specific need. And you will discover that God does
respond. A powerful witness to the place of prayer in the Christian life with a user friendly daily discipline to introduce you to it. Highly recommended. —Thomas W. Gillespie, President Emeritus, Princeton Theological Seminary, New Jersey The concept of Your 100 Days of Prayer is inspired, and can only accomplish great things for our nation and the Kingdom of God if we'll all cooperate
and implement it. The Lord is waiting to see if we have the courage and the desire. He is able. —Pat Boone, singer, actor, producer, author, and motivational speaker Conversing with our Father in prayer is critical to spiritual growth. In Your 100 Day Prayer, John Snyder provides very practical and diverse meditations that will most certainly enhance the reader’s prayer life and set the
tone for daily living that is focused on God. —Rick Dempsey, Sr. Vice President, The Walt Disney Studios In today's Internet age of instant gratification, it's all too easy for Christians to "want it now" and expect the Lord to instantly honor Matthew 7:7: "Ask and it will be given to you . . ." John Snyder's excellent book provides a beautiful pathway to journal our 100 days of focused
prayer as we are transformed in the process. —David Pack, Saddleback Church/ Orange County, Calif. Grammy winning Recording Artist & Music Producer In this 100 day pilgrimage, Dr. Snyder has woven four great Christian traditions together—daily scripture reading, devotional insight, prayer, and journaling. You cannot practice these disciplines faithfully and emerge unchanged. I think that
you will find when the journey has ended, that God has been your guide and your destination.” —Dr. Ed Ewart, MOO Church, Mission Viejo, CA If you already enjoy a daily, satisfying prayer life, don't read this book. But if you're looking for something to stimulate you to become more faithful and systematic, John Snyder's Your 100 Day Prayer offers you an opportunity to focus on talking to
God daily and making it an ongoing habit. —Cecil Murphey, author or co-author of more than 100 books including 90 Minutes in Heaven and Gifted Hands: The Ben Carson Story John Snyder has taken a chapter out of his own life and made it available to all of us...Your 100 Day Prayer is an incredibly practical and powerful tool for any individual or family who desires to develop and
strengthen their prayer life. —Matt Kees, Director, Christian Musician Summit conferences, and Music Producer
Devotional Journal for Kids. This is a Christian Prayer Journal in Large Print & 7x10 inches in 100 pages. Quiet time tool for Inspirational Notes, Prayer Points, and Praise Report. Bible Study Journal
With 24 Hours Fasting and Prayer for Breakthrough and Miracle Money, Bible Success, Magic Debt Abundance Angels and Unexpected Income
Pray Your Way to the New Year
Prayer Journal
240 Powerful Night Prayers for Financial Miracles and Blessings
100 Prayer Points For Success
Praying Through the 100 Gateway Cities of the 10/40 Window
Greater Exploits 9 is a continuation of Greater Exploits 8 with more details, focusing on Perfect Prayers – Daily 1 hour by 100 Prayer Points by 360° Degree Activations For Warfare Declaration Prayers for Self, Family, Church, Community and Nations for all round Spiritual success with Earthly Manifestation! . This is an equipping series with Audio and video links I have a very serious question for you to consider today: What difference will it make in your spiritual success of your daily
journey here on earth if out of the 24 hours in each day, you can commit to set aside 1 hour of your day to dialoguing with your creator in the place of prayer? How would that impact your heavenly and earthly success indicators in the short, medium to long term eternity considerations? For you to answer these questions, I would like you to get some understanding about the working and operation of this physical earth realm of ours that is constantly subject to our linear time, space and
energy indicators relative to the spiritual realm that operate outside the realm of linear time, space and energy as we know it in the earth realm today. Three critical Facts to consider: 1) Nothing happens in the physical earthly realm without first occurring first in the Spiritual realm. 2) There are two kingdoms that would influence and determine your earthly and eternal destiny based on your daily choices. They are the kingdom of God and His Christ and the kingdom of Satan. No inbetweens. 3) Conditions, Situations, circumstances of your life and the world around you can he altered in the spirit realm through faith inspired, effective fervent prayer of the righteous in Christ. Or through the wicked schemes of the kingdom of darkness and their agents that are all around us- both physically and spiritually In Greater Exploits 9, You will find out the Perfect Prayers – Daily 1 hour by 100 Prayer Points by 360° Degree Activations for Warfare Declaration Prayers for Self,
Family, Church, Community and Nations for all round Spiritual success with Earthly Manifestation! You will find a 55 to one hour declaration that covers you, your family, your community, your church and your nation as you replace the nouns and pronouns depending on your focus at each point in time. Our guiding scripture is John 14:12 The Passion Translation 12 “I tell you this timeless truth: The person who follows me in faith, believing in me, will do the same mighty miracles that I
do—even greater miracles than these because I go to be with my Father! Greater Exploits 9 and other series of the same book are for you delivered on “diamond platter” if you say yes to any of the following questions: - Are you sick and teared of Helplessness, Hopelessness and Worthlessness without any remedy at sight? - Are you physically, emotionally and spiritually downcast? - Are you up today and down tomorrow emotionally, psychologically and physiologically like a yoyo? - Are
you or anyone within your circle physically or emotionally sick, harassed, exploited and dispossessed of what rightfully belong to you or people within your circle? - Is there any prolonged sickness or illness, or negative patterns of killing, stealing and destruction that has defied your prayers and prayers of others? - Have you lost something or someone dare to you and you seem to have no answers to them all? - Do you sense or perceive you are not in the center of Gods will and purpose
for your life with complete emptiness in and around you? - Are you hungry to be able to minister healing, deliverance and restoration in a powerful way to self and others? Then come along with me with seven (7) critical conditions as follows: - Be AVAILABLE (spirit, soul and body) to partner with God. - Be BOLD to lay claim to all He has died to give you. - Be COMPASSIONATE enough to sit where people are hurting. - Be DETERMINED to keep going and never, ever give up until the word
of God becomes truth and life in your circumstances and situation. - Be EARNESTLY in LOVE with God and people with no restraint. - Be FIERY in ANGER with Satan for stealing from you and others. - Be in GREAT HUNGER to pursue God until you RECOVER ALL and manifest Him to yourself and others. So, let’s dive into Greater Exploits 9 –Perfect Prayers – Daily 1 hour by 100Prayer Points by 360° Degree Activations for Warfare Declaration Prayers for Self, Family, Church, Community
and Nations for all round Spiritual success with Earthly Manifestation! You will find a 55 to one hour declaration that covers you, your family, your community, your church and your nation as you replace the nouns and pronouns depending on your focus at each point in time. You are Born for This – Healing, Deliverance and Restoration – Equipping Series with over one hundred (100) scriptural testimonies to launch you into the present and the future in greater exploits for our God in all
realms in Jesus name.
“The Victorious Winner” is a powerful prayer book to end the year and walk into the New Year with the blessings of God. This book contains over 100 prayer points from Chapter 1 to Chapter 6. The prayers are designed to free you from every spiritual and physical action of Satan, who comes to steal, kill and destroy. “The Victorious Winner” is suitable for midnight and early Morning Prayer assisting you in ending this year as a winner and in walking victoriously into the New Year being
ahead of the enemies.
God is not obligated to do anything for us, except we pray. The Almighty God said, "Call unto me, and I will answer thee, and show thee great and mighty things, which thou knowest not." (Jer. 33:3 KJV)Every year is endowed with great and mighty things, but they must be unleashed on the platform of prayer. In other words, our greatness in any given year is determined by how much we pray. With these 100 prayer points prayed loud and clear, you are on your way to achieving a wonderful
year!
100 PRAYER POINTS #4 is a compilation of powerful prayers and prophecies as delivered by the anointed man of God, Pastor E.A Adeboye. Filled with potency founded on faith and testimonies, this slim volume of prayer book will make your miracles to happen to you.
100 Destiny-changing Prayer Points
100 Days Prayers to Wake Up Your Lazarus
100 PRAYER POINTS #4
100 Days Fasting and Prayers Journal
500 Dangerous Spiritual Prayer Points
100 PRAYER POINTS #3 is a compilation of powerful prayers and prophecies as delivered by the anointed man of God, Pastor E.A Adeboye. Filled with potency founded on faith and testimonies, this slim volume of prayer book will make your miracles to happen to you.
PRAYER POINTS JOURNAL NOTE BOOK Prayer Point Journal( Note book) write your prayers supplication to God,Write your devotional prayer points. A Christian Art Prayer book. A prayer journal is a record of your conversations with God. You write down what you are currently speaking to him about, what you intend to speak to him about, what he has said to you, and what he has done. It bears a true record of your life's ups and downs. A prayer journal will help you keep track of how God is answering your prayers. I don't know about you, but often if I pray for something, a week later I've forgotten about that thing! Using a prayer journal ensures that you won't forget, and
you'll be able to see when God answers your prayers. This can be really encouraging for those who struggle to pray because it feels like God isn't listening. FEATURES: Specifications: 100 pages Fist view: Cover design, beautifully printed. Utility: Cute section that includes space to write your prayer points priorities Use Right Away: Easy to flip the paper Durable Construction: Quality and sturdy paper resists curling and ink bleed-through, and durable binding ensures longevity throughout the year. Remember prayer journal can help enrich your Bible reading, too. If you write in your journal after doing your Bible reading, you can write down things from the passage that encouraged
you and you want to thank God for, or things that challenged you that you need God's help with.
101 Weapons of Spiritual Warfare Never in the history of the world has there been an era of war, both physical and spiritual, like this era. This is a tougher era of warfare.More people are under bondage now, more than in any other period of human history. There are cases of deep bondage, uncommon attacks against the family and horrendous occurrences in the lives of individuals. The devil has wreaked a lot of havoc upon humanity. The bible has described in vivid terms that God is aware of the high spate of demonic hostilities. Hence the Holy Spirit has released the prophetic revelations in this book in order to place us in good stead for a unique role in this end times. This
manual is the first of its kind. This is the apex of deliverance. We are the threshold of a revival of spiritual warfare. The sweeping and the far reaching effect shall be best described as awesome!
100 Prayer Points For Success is a compendium edition of potent and anointed prayer points employed by the man of God, Pastor E. A Adeboye when at the battlefront of prayers. A premium selection is made from the firebrand set for your use to pray your way into success.
100 Scripture Journal for Giving Honour to God | Prayer Points to Point You in the Right Direction Towards God | Stay Spiritually Healthy with This Thanksgiving Scriptures (7''x10'')
100 PRAYER POINTS #5
The Book of Psalms With Prayer Points
Prayers Strategies for Activating Angels for Breakthrough
The Transforming Power of Actively Waiting on God
100 Prayer Points
100 Prayer Points to Transform Your Prayer Life and Live Fulfilled in Joy and Wisdom from God
100 PRAYER POINTS #5 is a compilation of powerful prayers and prophecies as delivered by the anointed man of God, Pastor E.A Adeboye. Filled with potency founded on faith and testimonies, this slim volume of prayer book will make your miracles to happen to you.
14 Prayer Topics with over 100 Prayer Strategies that activate Angels.
This is a handy compilation of the 115 Prayer Points to use during the 100 Days Fasting & Prayers. Includes information on options and reasons to complete the fast, sections for notes and testimonies, a track your progress calendar, weekly prayer plan guidelines and prophecies for 2014. The journal is a small size publication that can be used for personal and corporate prayer meetings during the 100 days fasting & prayers period and beyond. It can be used at home, while commuting and travelling, during breaks and in the Church.
Prophetic Prayer Guide for a Profitable New Year
Workers in Training Manual
For self-deliverance
100 PRAYER POINTS #2
ITS TIME FOR YOUR BREAKTHROUGH
100 Prayer Points to Claim a Wonderful Year

As global urbanization continues in the twenty-first century, Christians cannot ignore the importance of cities in spreading the good news of Jesus Christ to every people in every nation on earth. United intercession is an essential part of this mission, and every Christian can be involved. This book provides essential, up-to-date information on one hundred key cities in the world's least evangelized area-the window that extends from West Africa across Asia, between 10 and 40 degrees north of the equator. Whether you are new to missions and global prayer initiatives or
have been involved for years, this book will help you pray effectively for the most strategic missions areas in the world.
Over the years, the secret things of God has remained hidden from ignorant on-onlookers, but are revealed to men of diligent search. Biblical wisdom teaches us that it is the glory of God to conceal a thing, but the honour of kings is to search out a matter. Through a diligent search and by inspiration and revelation of the Holy Ghost, 100% proven secrets to answered prayer has been uniquely written for your all-round victory in the altar of prayers. with this book in your hands, the years of praying amiss, heaping up empty words and praying without experiencing
anticipated results are now things of the past, because in this book you will learn: 1: You will learn how to pray different kinds of prayer 2: Fasting and prayer with proved result 3: How to pray and win court cases 4: How to pray and fast for breakthrough in your business and office 5: How to pray and get your instant healing from all sickness 6: How to pray midnight prayer for the fruit of the womb and safe delivery 7: How to pray for divine healing and deliverance 8: Keys to answered prayer by David Oyedepo & how to pray for something specific with Bible verses 9:
How to pray spiritual warfare prayer and ingredient to praying God's word 10: Prayer points for miracle money etc. This book will open your knowledge to different types of prayers and how to approach them to be able to get immediate result. Indeed, there is an ideal way to approach God to get your most desired answer; it is all available in this book. In this book total restoration and transformation becomes your portion as you diligently follow the patterns laid out in this prayer points for miracle money Don't just use the book; recommend it to family, friends and
colleagues.
This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers fail-proof prayers for breakthroughs in diverse, challenging life-situations; ranging from Prayers for Spiritual growth, Profitable sales, Divine favour, Marital breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones, Victory in Court, Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares, Success in Ministry, Breaking Curses, Divine Healing leading to Divine health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more. Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly under satanic
harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it right could make a difference between who sinks or swims in the river of life. Prayer Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own copy! Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual Warfare Manual. Prayer for Deliverance. Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer Style. Apostolic Decrees. Prayer Points.
God never intended for our prayers to be in vain (prayer without tangible results), but when I look at the life of many Christians today, it seems as if they pray in vain for their prayers amount to nothing. I also believe the reason behind this reality is the lack of strategic prayers. Most Christians don't know how to pray. I know this might sound wrong because I often hear people say there is no wrong way of praying, but if there weren't Jesus' disciples wouldn't have asked Him to teach them how to pray. The reason they asked Him to teach them how to pray was that His
prayers were never in vain because God always answered His prayers every time He prayed (John 11:42). The tragedies in the life of many Christians is that they pray for the sake of praying. They fail to understand that prayer must bring results, and the only way to make that happen is by praying strategically or knowing how to pray. The bible is full of strategic prayers, and one purpose of this book is to walk you through it so you can see results for prayers.
Prayer: 100 Powerful Prayers to Keep Your Faith in Hard Times
My GOD, My Covenant Partner
FAMILY DELIVERANCE
The Victorious Winner
101 Weapons of Spiritual Warfare
Prayer Rain
YOUR GO-TO POCKET PRAYER BOOK FOR LIFE'S TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS When you find yourself in times of trouble, is your first instinct to pray? Prayer is the key to navigating all of life's challenges. But, knowing how to pray and what to say can sometimes be a stumbling block. In Prayers to Go: Simple & Powerful Prayers for Challenging Times, Drs. Bisi and Toyin Tofade offer a blueprint for tapping into the power of prayer. This pocket guide provides short yet powerful prayer points for situations you may find yourself facing at one
time or another. It will help jumpstart your prayer life and confidently place your cares in God's hands. Here you'll find: 100 topical life challenges Over 1,000 prayer points to deal with them How to approach God in prayer Steps to take toward salvation BONUS: 200 Bible verses to support each prayer topic -- the interactive eBook links directly to the Bible verses for your convenience If you've ever struggled to find the right words to say to God, Prayers to Go is for you. Give it to your friends, your spouse, children, parents, and
grandparents, and they will be on their way to knowing what to pray when the occasion demands.
100 PRAYER POINTS #2 is a compilation of powerful prayers and prophecies as delivered by the anointed man of God, Pastor E.A Adeboye. Filled with potency founded on faith and testimonies, this slim volume of prayer book will make your miracles to happen to you.
Did you know there are spiritual courtrooms? There is a place where your enemies make deliberations pertaining to certain judgements they want to obtain against you. Did you know that just like in the natural realms there are higher courts that issue Judgements that can not be over turned (The courtroom of The Almighty God)? Excerpt from the book "Vindicate Me, O Lord" You must be prepared when taking your enemies into The Courtroom of The Almighty God. This book includes The Book of Psalms and Prayer Points.
It is an undeniable truth that a lot of Christians do not know how to pray effectively or lack the necessary connection and knowledge to be close to God. To make up for such a deficiency and reestablish divine connection is why this book, 100 PRAYER POINTS (Volume 4), was made. Powerful, authoritative and sharp edged; a selection of prayers from Pastor E.A Adeboye's ministries are collected in this book; made for your meditations and invocations when at the battlefront of prayers.
Vindicate Me, O Lord
100 Biblical Reasons Why Christians Need Deliverance
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God's Favor to You and Me
100% Answered Prayers with 363 Days Daily Devotional
Prayer Journal for Kids
Devotional Journal for Kids. This Is a Christian Prayer Journal in Large Print and 7x10 Inches in 100 Pages. Quiet Time Tool for Inspirational Notes, Prayer Points, and Praise Report. Bible Study Journal. Prayer Points Book
Are you facing challenges in your finances? Are you worried about how to have perpetual control over forces of darkness causing confusion in your life and endeavor? Do you believe that your prosperity is still within reach, and can be acquired and sustained? This book is meant to change every unpleasant situation Satan has brought your way, and establish God's agenda in your life. This book will equip you with over 240 Holy Spirit orchestrated prayers for financial freedom and intelligence that will strengthen you spiritually to win the devil always, and claim your pending and in-coming blessings, in no time.
100 Biblical Reasons Why Christians Need Deliverance. Is best described as a book of deliverance insights and truths. That will bring awareness and consciousness to many Christians lives. Of the importance and need of deliverance from their background and foundational history. Revealing more in depth, and broader and vast research of expanded revelation and knowledge of demonic legalities, curses, generational sins, bloodline iniquities, ancestral altars, familiar spirits, and evil sin patterns that follows our lives. Causing our lives to repeat the same iniquities and tragedies of our ancestors in our family tree. I
believe this book will help many people with answers and discoveries with unknown problems and mysteries. That has been veiled and hidden from their knowledge of knowing of satanic dark powers that has been obstructing and hindering their deliverance and freedom from coming forward. May this book change and transform a person’s life through knowledge. That read and receive the revelation and knowledge from this book. Deliverance is the children’s bread. (Mark 7 : 28) (John 6 : 35)
The problem of millions of people all over the world can be traced to the burial of their destinies by evil powers. When someone's destiny is buried, it continues to stink in the grave like Lazarus' corpse. With that kind of condition, problems like non-achievement, poverty, failure at the edge of breakthroughs, constant disappointments and fruitless hardworking are rife. Many struggle but end up achieving nothing. For some, there are good prospects, opportunities, promotions and breakthroughs that are locked up in the grave. Such people need the voice of power to sound out aggressively in their situations. The
problem of Lazarus cannot be handled with gentle prayers. It needs constant bombardments for a number of days. Whatever has been buried in your life, family, ministry or business will receive the touch of fire and become resurrected. This book is a user-friendly prayer manual. It is powerful, prophetic and result oriented. Within three months and a few days, you can undertake a systematic prayer journey spending between 30 minutes to 1 hour to pray the prayer that will change your destiny forever. If you are tired of having your potentials locked up in the enemy's prison, and you want to say bye to living like a
servant among your colleagues, you must handle these prayer points faithfully and aggressively. Your access to this book is a life time opportunity to experience a change of destiny from barrenness to fruitfulness, failure to success, weakness to strength, poverty to prosperity, none achievement to great exploits and from mediocrity to excellence. With this book in your hands, Satan, stubborn pursuers, household wickedness and foundational witchcraft are in trouble. Let me assure you; soon and very soon, your dead bones will rise again, all pieces of grave cloth will be burnt by fire and your Lazarus shall become
a prince in the land of the living.
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